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About This Game

Construct: Escape the System is a sci-fi themed first person platformer that sees you trapped in a computer system, trying to
escape.

Explore the system and locate the 8 empowering 'ability orbs'. Find and download the 5 'player upgrades'. Seek out and extract
the 16 'system core power orbs'. Do all this and maybe you can escape.

Key features

- 4-6 hours of first person platforming gameplay with puzzle elements.
- Gameplay is a combination of exploration, platforming and careful thinking.

- 8 unique ability orbs to locate.
- Puzzle gameplay e.g. power inactive machinery with 'machine orbs' and light up dark areas with 'sun orbs'.

- Action gameplay e.g. change gravity direction with 'gravity switch orbs' and move rapidly around areas with 'teleport orbs'.

- 5 player upgrades to download.
- Action platforming e.g. upgrade your abilities to allow advanced jumping and boosting.

- 16 system core power orbs to extract.
- Unlock the various areas of the computer system to find and extract the power orbs from the dangerous system core areas.
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- 57 unique gameplay areas split between 4 different zones, standard areas, system core areas and upgrade areas.
- 4 unique zone themes: Zone A (City), Zone B (Landscape), Zone C (Abstract) and Zone D (Spherical).

- Multiple render modes: Default, Negative, Monochrome Default and Monochrome Negative.
- Adjustable graphics options: Bloom, Depth of Field, Sun Shafts, Camera Motion Blur, Camera Noise, Chromatic Aberration

and Water Quality.

- Keyboard and mouse support (3 button mouse required).
- Xbox 360 controller support.

- Excellent sci-fi soundtrack by Imphenzia.

- Built with Unity 5.
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Title: Construct: Escape the System
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Oliver Boyce
Publisher:
Immanitas Entertainment
Release Date: 2 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese,Dutch,Russian
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I got a coupon, so this game ended up costing me $.11. It looked like a nice casual game, and it was cheap, so I figured why not.
I've tried everything I could think of, and took suggestions (like running by a shortcut), but everything I tried does not work. I
can run Dark Souls III (example) at max settings, but yet my Windows 7 PC can't run this game.

When I hit play (or try to run it with a shortcut) nothing happens. Steam says the game is running, but nothing comes up, and
nothing shows up on task manager. If I try to play it after that it says the game is already running. The only way I can get it to
stop showing up as running on Steam is to shut off or restart my PC. The loss of $.11 is no big deal, but I am very annoyed that I
spent so much time just to try and play this game. And I also hate having a game I can't play in my library.. I have never played
any of the prior Farm Frenzy games except the demos. FF4 is a surprisingly addictive game. I am used to buying and playing
high-budget AAA games and playing a "casual" game like FF4 is a different experience for me.

I was introduced to "time-management" games recently and I am enjoying this genre because it requires a bit of fast-paced
thinking, not just clicking. FF4 can get a little hectic and it takes a while to get through the entire campaign. It is very difficult
to collect all the Steam Achievements due to how many rounds there are in the entire campaign.

As many reviewers have noted, the broken English in the game used is pretty bad. It is a bit distracting if you are trying to
immerse yourself in this game. How hard can it be to find one American editor to clean up the broken English?

The sound effects are good and functional. The cartoony graphics works for this game. Again, my biggest criticism is the poor
English being used. I am not a grammar Nazi, I simply object to what appears to be laziness on the developer's part to find
someone who knows conversational English to edit the text.

Aside from that quibble, I have no regrets getting FF4. As usual, I wait for a 66%-75% sale before I buy as to minimize the risk
of paying money for a bad game. Yes, I know Steam does refunds but with all the games I have and available today, I am simply
not into paying full retail price for most games.

FF4 is a cute but challenging time-management/strategy game. Don't let the cutesy graphics fool you. It does require some
strategy to get through to the very end. I highly recommend FF4.

UPDATE: I still prefer FF4. It is still the best version of the FF. I tried the sequels after FF4 and I really disliked the style and
the mini-games. I was greatly disappointed in them which reinforces my love of FF4.. It's a really good game, I was happy with
the new changes after the demo I played of the game. The soundtrack and the places you move around goes well with the
atmosphere the game tries to gives us, A pre-war zone. I can't wait to see the other chapters. Fun puzzler. I almost beat the
whole thing but got way too frustrated in the last level.. looks fun, shame it sat in my library all these years and now when i get
around to playing it nobody else is.. Jesus christ is the best 10\/10 - Aean Dmbrose
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This has got to be the dumbest game. I came home from a hard day at work and started to play this for the first time. I was
really enjoying the relaxing music and collecting all my mushrooms and such. I then found the cave and had to quit for a little
bit only to find out that there is no way to save the game!!!!!! Well so much for my relaxing night collecting mushrooms and
frolicing through the forest. How stupid.. I was rather surpirsed that there was an upcoming Hello Kitty game whilst surfing the
"upcoming releases" section. This game is very simple but yet very fun.

You can do single races and tournaments worth of 4 races each, variety of quests, characters and options for
costumes/accessories for them which is very cute. As you proceed in the game, the more you unlock. Great thing about this
game is that you can play up to 4 players but with those in front of your screen. So far, this game overall is wonderful and is a
must get for those who love racing games like Mario Kart or Sonic Transformed, Hello Kitty fans or those who just like
anything cute :3

Hopefully the game gets more content and updates in the future as it would be nice if there was an online mode, story mode,
maybe a CG Gallery worth of images to unlock too, trading cards/emoticons for the Steam Market and possibly a save button
since I don't think there is one.. xD

Overall, I really like the game the way it is right now and for a first day release, I am amazed that there are barely any bugs or
issues except that player 2 choosing in multiplayer doesn't seem to work as in... we got the character but no confirm button for
player 2 :( oh well :3. SEA GE created new server but prohibits NA players to go there. T3fun isn't creating new server...
bleh!!!! I would come back if they created new server. They lost a potential customer! I'm not gonna come back and play 10
years to "catch up" with end game players.. A small lovely platform with great music and artwork. A bit easy for my taste but it
definitely worth your time. I recommend it to anyone who likes platform games.. Now you can make the worst decision in your
entire Worms career, IN 3DDDDDDDDD

What can you do in 3D!?!? YOU CAN
• Accidentally jump off high cliffs at the beginning of your turn.
• Waste a super weapon and miss your intended target completely
• Traverse to the other end of the map just to get a cluster bomb and have your turn end because you took to long to get it.
• Mistake your own team for the enemy team.
• Name your worms after terrible memes.

The possibilities are nearly ENDLESSSSSSS!!!!!!!1!111!!!1!11111!!!. Orbital Strike: Arena is a very solid fps experience. The
servers felt like they had very low ping and the few weapons that are available right now are enjoyable to use.

If you like battledome this game is similar in that it is a multiplayer fps, HOWEVER at the moment it doesn't have the games
that battledome does such as TDM, King of the Hill, ect. instead it has a game mode that I can only express as a fusion between
a FPS and a MOBA such as League of Legends or DOTA.

Each team has four primary turrets right on the inside of their wall and two stations that produce reinforcment drones. Once a
team gets past those there is another bubble that contains two more turrets and the primary objective. You will need to work
with your team to fight through the drones and take out these objectives in order to push into the enemies base.

Very solid and fun experience and with it being a multiplayer FPS the replay value is amazing. I know that I will be spending a
lot of time in this game between new releases.

(Linked below is a gameplay commentary that I did for Orbital Strike: Arena so if you are interested in seeing what the
gameplay is like then check it out and let me know what you think!)

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=723390301. Thank you BetaDwarf! This is everything i hoped for
and more. A new Hero to play as, new levels, a new boss, new game mode, and the thing everyone should love is new cards!!! I
feel like a kid again with a fresh new pack of pokemon\/ Magic the gathering cards.. Mosaic: Game of the Gods is jigsaw puzzle
game that draws inspiration from stained-glass artwork, the pieces being put together in a beautiful mosaic painting. It begins
with a minamilistic, yet gorgeous cinematic that is a simple retelling of the older creation myth, chaos destroying everything and
being put back together by order. It's a simple setup for the reasoning behind the puzzles themselves, but it's effective in its
approach.
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There are six packs of puzzles, each with 25 puzzles, the last of which puts a unique spin - pun intended - on the base puzzles.
Jigsaw puzzles usually wear out their welcome in video games pretty quickly, but this one is keeping me entertained to the end,
because of how different it, and how relaxing it is. Each puzzle has three stars to obtain - one for completing the puzzle, one for
finishing it without mistakes, and another for doing it in the alloted time. It's a nice system that is there for completionists, while
not disrespecting the time of those who just want to finish a puzzle at their own pace. The unique take on the old jigsaw game is
welcome, the only other game of it's ilk that does something differently and good at the same time is Plexus Puzzles. It's nice to
see more variety in the genre.

The only issue I have with the game is that you only have a limited number of pieces to choose from at any given time. You
cannot scroll through all the remaining pieces, which is unfortunate given the fact that the beginning layout of the puzzle
changes each time, so it takes some control away from the player. This is a small issue, as it doesn't effect the enjoyment and
relaxing aspects of the game all that much.

Finally, in regards to the gameplay, there's Fever Mode, which is for those who really like a challenge. You start with a set time
limit to solve a series of puzzles, all in that time limit. You gain time by finishing a puzzle, so the faster you solve them the more
time you will have to solve the next one. It's effectively a Boss Rush mode in a puzzle game, which adds replay value to a type
of game that usually doesn't have any.

The artwork is beautiful, and never disappoints. The music, while charming and relaxing as the preview says, gets old after a
while. The game could use more variety in the music department. With that said, it's a small annoyance.

5 being Average, Mosaic: Game of Gods scores a...

7.5 \/ 10 -- In a genre that typically does nothing new, Mosaic proves to be both a unique and relaxing experience.. A real handy
piece of software. It speeds up the process of shaping mountains or plateau's and constructing terrain. I've mostly been using it
specifically for generating maps and then exporting the maps over to Unity for further use.. This game is rad. I'm a big SMASH
TV fan and this game totally recreates the vibe with updated graphics and some cool mechanics.

Found out about this game from googling how to do SMASH TV mechanics in gamemaker 2 studio and stumbled onto this
game and got super excited.

Totally worth the 6 bucks or whatever and I'd love to pick the developers brain on how to get started doing these type of effects
in gamemaker.
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